Master thesis/research project topic
Clustering time series data by compression
Context
Clustering is the well‐established problem of grouping elements according to their similarities. It has been
very successful in grouping information, mostly in areas where a distance or similarity between elements
is well‐defined. However, for certain data types, such as time series, this definition is lacking. In these
cases a common way of measuring similarity between elements is by associating a model to each element
and then measure the difference between the models. For probabilistic and information theoretic models
this distance is well‐defined and given by the Kullback‐Leibler divergence.
Algorithmic information theory tells us that the more structure the data has, the more it can be
compressed. This means that structured data is made of small ‘building blocks’ (or regularities) that
repeatedly occur. Compression‐based clustering has been very successful at grouping languages,
literature, animal species, music, etc. and it has been continually applied to new types of data.
Goal
The goal of this work is to develop a new clustering technique for time series based on the Minimum
Description Length (MDL), an information theoretic principle that permits to trade‐off model complexity
with goodness of fit. A literature study of compression‐based clustering should be made to not only
understand the landscape of the field but also derive insights for the new method. In the end, the new
clustering algorithm should be validated with synthetic datasets and real world datasets, such as heart
rate for social anxiety or EEG for sleep patterns.
Research questions
The main research question could be, for example:


Which model is most appropriate to represent time series in the context of clustering?

Sub‐questions could include:




What represents similarity between the time series models?
How can we expand on the previous research?
How to represent the model in MDL?

Realisation








Literature study
Define possible models
Implement the method (theoretically and practically)
Execute the new method in synthetic and real world data
Compare with existing algorithms
Evaluate the results, derive recommendations.
Write report / thesis.

Student profile
Good understanding of data mining problems and algorithms; theoretically oriented;
experience/interest in information theory and data structures; preferable programming experience in
Python or R.
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